Lumina xl trailer

Please reach out to us so we can provide an approximate shipping date. Order now to ensure
you get your trailer when you need it. The video above features our 18 cuft. XL model. See
specifications in this ad for details regarding the actual trailer you will receive. Maybe it's
Lumina Diamond XL's bright shine. Perhaps it's the trailer's ample storage, or could it be its
solid construction? This trailer boasts 18 spacious cubic feet of storage allowing two people to
easily pack enough luggage for a full three-weeks of traveling. The trailer looks great behind
your Harley, Goldwing, Can Am Spyder or any motorbike, trike or cycle. We constructed Lumina
Diamond XL's chassis from aluminum and suspended it with a torsion axle to keep it light
weight and smooth towing. Weighing in at only lb, this mini trailer is so feather light that you
will almost forget that you're towing anything at all. Perhaps you've heard this rumor: steel
chassis are preferred to aluminum ones because aluminum is vulnerable to stress fractures.
The chassis on GM's high performance Corvette Stingray is aluminum. How's that for stress
management? Click Here to Read More. Leaning into a turn is a necessary and fun part of riding
a motorcycle. Sadly, when towing a trailer, traditional couplers do not allow the appreciable lean
needed in a turn, which can cause flipping, binding, or jack-knifing. To help avoid these
potentially deadly situations, industry insiders Read Article Here strongly advise the use of a
swivel mechanism, and we agree. We understand that price may be a concern, but trailering
without one risks your well-being, the well-being of your passenger, and that of others on the
road. It is our gift of peace of mind. This is a service not often offered by some carriers who, in
contrast, may only deliver to a freight terminal many miles away then require you to drive there
to pick up your shipment. Getting to one of these terminals can require a lot of time and gas. We
promise to never spam you, and just use your email address to identify you as a valid customer.
Showing reviews of 23 Next. I bought a lumina xl 2 years ago pull bit behind my spider to
Sturgis and back to Oregon not a problem 75 miles an hour. Posted by Dawn on Jun 5th Posted
by Dawn. Nice size trailer for my trike. I have a Spyder F3s and I can't tell the trailer is there. I
like that it is lined and comes with the cargo net. The rack on top is perfect having tie down
spots on the bars is great. Posted by Unknown on May 22nd Posted by Unknown. The trailer
was easy to assembly and looks to have plenty of room for traveling. We haven't taken it
anywhere yet, but are excited to do so. Posted by Unknown on Feb 28th Posted by Unknown.
Wanted a nice looking , good priced trailer to toe behind my Goldwing. I am very happy with my
purchase. With the swivel hitch you doing even know it back there. Shipping was kind of scary
,but not a problem great tracking , and they call you before delivery. Thank you for a good
experience. PS I did shorten the tongue. Posted by Unknown on Jun 21st Posted by Unknown.
This is a great trailer for a great price. It was no problem assembling it using the instructions. It
tows really nice. Posted by Lenny on Mar 15th Posted by Lenny. Nice trailer. Took me about two
hours to put it together mostly by myself. Lights are nice but I'm going to add more up towards
the top. I think it's better to have them higher for better visibility. I got the swivel connector. It
should have a mounting bracket for the spare tire. Going to be using it for a trip across the blue
ridge mountains this summer. Posted by robert mckay on Jul 23rd Posted by robert mckay.
Posted by Unknown on Jun 26th Posted by Unknown. Posted by Elliott on Jun 19th Posted by
Elliott. The trailer was delivered on time as promised and I must admit I was a little skeptical
about ordering the trailer without first seeing it. The next morning after it arrived, I cleared out
my bike and cars from garage. I laid all the parts out on a drop cloth and in less than an hour,
the trailer was completely put together. I ordered balancing beads from amazon and the trailer
rides smooth. Please wait Contact Us: Create an account. All prices are in USD. See 13 more
pictures. Minimum Purchase:. Maximum Purchase:. Current Stock:. Gift Wrapping:. Buy in bulk
and save. Reviews Write Review. Write Your Own Review How do you rate this product? Enter
your name: optional. Customers Also Purchased. Now, you can finance your purchase in
minutes. You may be aware â€¦ Discovery and Heritage - The same, only differentâ€¦ Our trailers
are all designed for the same purpose: to allow you to take more â€¦. Connect with us Facebook
YouTube Twitter. Newsletter Name Email. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. This trailer boasts 18 spacious cubic feet of
storage allowing two people to easily pack enough luggage for a full three-weeks of traveling.
The trailer looks great behind your Harley, Goldwing, Can Am Spyder or any motorbike, trike or
cycle. We constructed Lumina XL's chassis from aluminum and suspended it with a torsion axle
to keep it light weight and smooth towing. Skip to main content. Currently unavailable. We don't
know when or if this item will be back in stock. Brand: Lumina. This fits your. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Ultra-Tow 40in.
Aluminum Utility Trailer Kit - Lb. Load Capacity. Hybrid Trailer Co. Storage, Lb. Next page.
Featured items you may like. Smartxchoices 7. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.

Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. After the first mile trip I
found that there was no, or too little grease in the wheals, and had to replace the bearings. Then
after a mile trip, the tires were cupped and worn so bad I replaced them with radials of the same
size Honda Civic if I remember. These rode much better, and have shown NO wear after another
plus miles on them. The tires that come with it say not to go over I went freeway speeds, sooo
Other than that, It has been a great trailer. Holds a lot, tows like it isn't there, and has held up
great. Oh another thing The latch wore out from the vibration of going down the road. Now it's
perfect! Rode 3 days in pouring rain, and no leaks. By Jacksondorf on December 30, Images in
this review. Purchased this trailer for a trip to Daytona bike week. Put roughly 2k on it. Tows
great! Original tires wear quick I was surprised. But I had the swivel included when purchased.
Coming through Louisiana had a 18 wheeler blow out a tire and bounced in my lane. Dodged it
with the bike but clipped it with the trailer. Trailer flipped over since I had the swivel. But saved
me from going with it. Even from the manufacturer. See all reviews. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: motorcycle storage , motorcycle trailer , trailer storage
, cargo accessories for trailer , Pull Behind Trailers. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. This trailer boasts 14 spacious cubic feet of storage allowing two people to
easily pack enough luggage for a full two-weeks of traveling. The trailer looks great behind your
Harley, Goldwing, Can Am Spyder or any motorbike, trike or cycle. We constructed Lumina
Diamond's chassis from aluminum and suspended it with a torsion axle to keep it light weight
and smooth towing. Skip to main content. See All Buying Options. Brand: Lumina Diamond.
This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Storage, Lb. Load Capacity. Hybrid Trailer Co. Installs in Minutes! Patent
Pending. Next page. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This
trailer is a total waste of money. This far, the lid supports have torn through the aluminum, the
lid hinges have failed, and one of the wheel bearings locked up while pulling this down the
interstate. This is extremely cheaply made. Spend the extra money and purchase a different
model from a different seller. Extremely disappointed, Tom. Very nice bike trailer. One p
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erson found this helpful. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other
items: trailer coupler locks , Pull Behind Trailers. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and

Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

